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PONT DEL PETROLI STRUCTURAL FAILURE

2020 STORM GLORIA

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In January 2020, Spain and France were overwhelmed by storm Gloria. North-Eastern Spain was particularly damaged.



PONT DEL PETROLI STRIKED BY STORM GLORIA

PONT DEL PETROLI STRUCTURAL FAILURE

MOST ACREDITED CAUSE: OVERCOME OF SOIL LATERAL RESISTANCE
(Badalona City Council Report; Altomare et al. 2022)

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In the city of Badalona, 10km North from Barcelona, the Pont del Petroli, an old oil platform transformed into public footbridge, and city symbol, had its sea-ward platform destroyed and the beam immediately before the platform slid into the sea. The structural investigation we present will focus on these parts of the bridge.  



DualSPHysics MODEL VALIDATION

2D SIMULATION

CIEM WAVE FLUME (Experimental campaign)

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
An experimental campaign was carried out in the CIEM wave flume at Barcelona, based on visual records: the measurement station of Badalona was damaged by the storm and ceased working. The wave flume was entirely reproduced in DSPH in 2D simulations as a prior modelling approach: with an interparticle distance (dp) of 1cm, almost a million and a half particles were created.



DualSPHysics MODEL VALIDATION

2D SIMULATION 3D SIMULATION

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
To reproduce the whole beach in 3D would be computationally unaffordable, so following the MESH-IN approach, waves were measured ca. 4 m ahead of the platform, chosen as the INLET ZONE. Simulations were launched with the artificial viscosity, tuned to 0.03 in 2D, and without a viscosity model (the sole Laminar regime is assumed). Results were very close, with the advantage that by simulating without an artificial viscosity the burden of tuning its value is eliminated. In order to ensure the code’s precision when moving from 2D to 3D, waves were measured half the way between the inlet zone and the platform, and numerical results were very close to the experimental ones (achieving the model wave height validation).  Once again, the overcome of the viscosity model was tested, proving it to be superfluous: the Laminar simulation greatly captures the wave profiles.



DualSPHysics MODEL VALIDATION

INOUT ZONE (x = 50.19 m)

WG6 (x = 52.12 m)

2D SIMULATION

3D SIMULATION

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Nonetheless, the viscosity optimization doesn’t represent a relief for the number of particles to be computed, that was still very high (over 4 million). A further optimization is thus proposed: to trim the simulation domain not only before (when introducing the inlet) but also after the structure without losing physical accuracy. 



DualSPHysics TRIMMED MODEL
TRIMMED DOMAIN

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The domain was shortened as much as possible, by introducing a barrier which the fluid particles should eventually overtop. A ramp with calibrated pendency was outlined avoiding possible reflections: the fluid should smoothly overcome it and, at the same time, the wave impact should be captioned: reason why the introduction of a damping zone was rejected. With the trimmed domain, the number of particles was halved. Measurements attested that there was no particle reflection. 



DualSPHysics TRIMMED MODEL

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The video of the trimmed simulation






MESHLESS-TO-MESH OFFLINE COUPLING

DSPH SIMULATIONS

PEAK THRUST

«RECIPROCAL VALIDATION»

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The wave profiles were validated, but to ensure a physical accordance to reality, loads investing the structure were measured, and numerical data followed the same path of the experimental measurements (load validation of the numerical model). We may notice that the numerical simulation is nosier than the experimental test, but we must remember that the numerical data derives from a particle-wide measurement whereas the experimental ones were captured over an area. From loads measured in DSPH simulations, peak lateral thrust over the platform was identified. For the same instant, vertical loads over the platform and over the first pile cap were captioned to be consequently applied as static loads in the Finite Element Model – SAP2000. 



MESHLESS-TO-MESH OFFLINE COUPLING

SAP2000 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

DSPH
measured 

loads

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Modelling the structure focused on the collapsed in order to attain the possible mechanisms preceding failure.Equivalent mechanical model:1 – Red dots: SAP joint constraints (DIAPHRAGM) – infinite rigidity in element’s own plane (in-plane), while still deformable out-of-plane2 – springs in x and y-direction emulate soil’s lateral resistance – linearly increasing with deepness, following saturated sand model – each segment is 1m long3 – connection between pile and its embedded portion: relative hinge; last segment with vertical spring: possible rotation and subsidence. Embedded part deforms as single beam (given the diaphragm constraint)The structures response may be captured, in either deformations and stresses, corroborating the hypothesis of structural failure



CONCLUSIONS
• The artificial viscosity model was overcome in this case: the

sole Laminar regime could caption the wave heights and
loads, in accordance with experimental measurements;

• An optimization of the computational effort was achieved
by trimming the rear part of the domain without losing
physical accuracy;

• An offline approach is proposed, with the introduction of
the DSPH fluid loads as static loads in the Finite Element
structural solver – structural mechanisms could be foreseen
in the design phase of civil engineering projects or
corroborate post-damage survey hypothesis.



THANK YOU!
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